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F RANK  L .  S C H I C K  
PAPERBOUNDBOOKS OR PAPERBACKS (to use 
the twentieth century variant) probably played intermittently over a 
longer period a more significant role in America than in any other 
country of western civilization. Throughout its history, the basic 
pattern of this mode of publishing was strongly influenced by British 
examples which were freely adapted to fit American needs and tech- 
niques of production and distributi0n.l In spite of occasional outward 
similarities our paperbacks never had a direct relation to develop-
ments in countries of the Romance language group in Europe, Central, 
and South America. 
The long history of American inexpensive paperbound publishing 
has been generally overlooked because our knowledge of colonial 
printing, particularly of ephemera, is fairly in~omple te .~  In addition 
this type of publishing did not progress evenly over the last three 
hundred years but resulted since the eighteenth century in short 
peaks of production which were followed by periods of near abandon- 
ment. At no time did paperbounds entirely disappear among our 
publications. 
During colonial times, most of our early settlers were too busy fight- 
ing nature and the Indians to enjoy much leisure time, too poor to 
be able to afford expensively bound books, and too unsophisticated 
to appreciate good literature. Unfavorable economic conditions com- 
bined with a lack of materials and skilled labor to prevent the pro- 
duction of more ambitious books. The limited demands for serious, 
religious, and scholarly works were mostly satisfied through importa- 
tions from Great Britain and E ~ r o p e . ~  Consequently colonial printing 
productions were at first channelled into a supplementary position 
which adequately served local needs by supplying small booklets in 
pamphlet format. 
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The idea to ~ rov i d e  printed materials as cheaply as possible by 
spending near nothing on binding in order to reach the largest poten- 
tial readership goes back to the incunabula p e r i ~ d . ~  To sacrifice desira- 
bility and appearance appealed particularly to those who aimed to 
spread religious and political beliefs. These tendencies resulted in the 
colonial productions of tracts, pamphlets, and sermons. Government 
documents, chapbooks, and, somewhat later, almanacs made up the 
book needs during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
In the 1830's, several magazines adopted the practice of serializing 
fiction which had already been successful in Great Britain. Eventually, 
these journals issued whole novels in pamphlet format for newsstand 
sale in New York and Boston. The potential materials were also issued 
without separate wrappers as newspaper supplements and magazine 
extras to permit distribution through the mails. When postal regula- 
tions required regular book rates for these "supplements" and "extras," 
the first big paperback wave came to a sudden end by 1845.j 
The second peak period started slowly in the 1860's and reached 
its height between 1870 and 1890 with an avalanche of "dime novels" 
and countless inexpensive "libraries" which stressed, at  first, western 
novels but deteriorated later into cheap crime, detective, and mystery 
stories of the "Nick Carter" type. During this quarter century some 
of the "libraries" provided the American public with excellent works 
of British and American authors. Based frequently on the exercise of 
literary piracy, expressed by complete disregard for royalty payments, 
the second wave of paperbacks collapsed in 1891 when America passed 
its first Copyright Act.6 
Overproduction and shoddiness had such widespread effects that 
no paperbound operation could succeed. Inexpensive hard-bound re- 
print series, already successful in Great Britain, filled a newly-created 
gap of book production and dominated the reprint market till the late 
1920's. 
Sporadic efforts to supply valuable materials on better paper and 
in attractive covers failed also because very low and competitive prices 
could be maintained only if sales would have justified editions of 
from 50,000 to 100,000 The nation's bookstores, numbering 
less than 10,000, were not too anxious to handle this comparatively 
unprofitable merchandise and even those who tried, particularly during 
the Depression, could not sell sufficient quantities. 
The solution to the distribution problem was provided by Mercury 
Books in 1937 and developed and refined by Pocket Books in 1939 
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when these firms directed their titles through magazine channels to 
department stores, drug stores, and newsstands and thus bypassed reg- 
ular book trade outlets. A study of the successful British operation of 
Sir Allen Lane's Penguin Books and the failures of American paper- 
back ventures during the twenties and thirties convinced R. F. de 
Graff and R. L. Simon (Simon and Schuster) of new possibilities for 
inexpensive paperbound reprints. Their Pocket Books opened in 1939 
a new road to the mass market. Careful selection of titles, offered in 
attractive format at twenty-five cents, resulted in instant succe~s .~  
As D. E. Strout pointed out, a definition of paperbacks "is not as 
simple as it seems."1° They are best described as full length books 
of at least one hundred pages ranging in trimsize from 4%" x 63/4"to 
5%" x 8" (usually 4Y4" x 7%", the original Penguin Book size) pre- 
senting reprints and occasionally original materials of fiction and to a 
lesser extent nonfiction, generally issued as part of a series, covered 
with a flexible, non-integrated cover of heavier paper stock than the 
pages it protects. Until the nineteenth century, paperbounds consisted 
usually of sewn and glued gatherings. In the early twentieth century, 
smaller books were frequently wire stapled or sewn and editions of 
5,000 copies or less are still bound in this manner. Larger editions have 
been for the last ten years "perfect bound," a process which dispenses 
with thread or staples and relies entirely on adhesives. Gatherings are 
destroyed by a cut which separates the back folds and dips the result- 
ing sheets into synthetic cold or hot melts which have proven very 
economical due to their quick drying quality. The synthetic adhesives 
which replaced animal glues permit assembly-line procedures and 
eliminate storage problems.ll "Perfect binding" which gives paper- 
backs their neat box-like appearance has improved in quality over the 
last few years. 
The wide acclaim of Pocket Books and the continuing success of 
Penguin Books which were sold through an American branch invited 
imitators which soon appeared on the scene. The outbreak of the 
Second World War with its shortages of paper, manpower, and 
machinery held expansion in check. Substantial quantities of suitable 
paperbacks went to the Armed Forces which developed with the assist- 
ance of production experts their own Armed Forces Editions; one of 
the most fruitful cooperative efforts of the publishing industry and the 
government. Never before have so many homesick, tired readers 
around the globe owed so much to the selfless efforts of a small group 
of dedicated publishers and Armed Forces librarians.12 
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During 1945, the publishing industry began to return to normalcy. 
As shortages disappeared, new firms entered the paperback field and 
title production more than tripled (from 112 in 1945 to 353 in 1946). 
In order to stave off slacking demands, cover illustrations became 
gaudier and started to arouse criticism. Publishers of pulp magazines 
and comics added paperback series to their publications; this seemed 
a natural expansion since the same distribution channels were used 
to carry all their products from the printing plant to the neighborhood 
drugstore. Their editors and artists brought influences to bear which 
resulted in the selection of many low-brow titles. At the same time, 
covers depicted heroines in ever scantier attire and men were fre- 
quently displayed with a gun in hand or no longer capable of holding 
one. After a decided slump in 1946, demand increased considerably 
the following year when approximately ninety-five million copies were 
~ 0 1 d . l ~  
Between 1947 and 1949, the three S's of sex, sadism, and the smoking 
gun seemed to dominate and to force quality books pretty much into 
the background. In 1948, the American Penguin branch cut its ties 
with the parent firm in Great Britain and continued under new owner- 
ship as the New American Library of World Literature (NAL), taking 
over many Penguin policies and personnel, but shaping its publications 
to suit the American market. NAL, directed by Kurt Enoch and Victor 
Weybright, and Bantam Books, under the direction of Ian Ballantine, 
all formerly of Penguin Books, also continued to bring out many titles 
of literary and informational value, as did Pocket Books under R. 
F. de Graff and Freeman Lewis. 
The information in this article on the developments in paperback 
publishing from 1950 to 1957 is drawn from several different sources. 
Part of the data is based on interviews with over forty publishers which 
were conducted during 1954-55 with the assistance of the American 
Book Publishers Council. Some is drawn from direct correspondence 
during 1955-56 with publishers located outside the New York City 
area. Additional information was gathered in the fall of 1957 from a 
questionnaire which was prepared by the author in cooperation with 
Mrs. Anne J. Richter, Book Editor, R. R. Bowker Company. The 
questionnaire was distributed to all known publishers engaged in 
paperback publishing and more than 90 per cent response was 
achieved. 
In order to gain ever larger sales opportunities, wire racks with 
better display facilities were purchased by paperback publishers and 
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made available to all types of stores willing to handle their products. 
Thus, by 1950 nearly 100,000 outlets had become a vast coast-to-coast 
network selling books in drug and candy stores, railroad, bus and air 
terminals, newsstands and, since 1954, even supermarkets. Average 
editions were frequently enlarged to 200,000 or 250,000 copies, going 
on the assumption that only two sales for every store would be suffi- 
cient to assure a sellout. This drive for ever-increasing sales is necessi- 
tated by the general paradox of publishing which is particularly 
applicable to paperbacks. The basic costs of production, the price of 
the manuscript or reprint rights, editing, typesetting, platemaking, 
layout, and design remain nearly identical whether 5,000 or 200,000 
copies are sold. Paper, printing, and binding account for only a small 
part of the price of the book, and the basic costs distributed over 
200,000 copies permit the low price of paperback and enforce the high 
price of hard-cover editions. The risk taken by the original publisher 
is also greater since he pits his guess at the sales potential of a title 
against an unknown reception while the paperback reprinter can draw 
deductions from previous hard-cover sales. 
The strong industry-wide competition extended even to the purchase 
of reprint rights. Since competitive bidding had driven up costs to 
exorbitant rates, it occurred to some publishers that it would be more 
economical to provide readers with original materials. Since reprint 
royalties are shared equally between authors and their original pub- 
lishers, many writers of westerns, detective, and mystery stories and 
light romances found it profitable to enter into direct royalty contracts 
with paperback publishers. Gold Medal Books of Fawcett specialized 
in paperback "originals" and paid authors a minimum of $2,000. 
Women's Barracks by Tereska Torres, the wife of best seller author 
Meyer Levin (Compulsion) received a minimum contract of $40,000 
for her first book. Other firms, among them Lion Books, solved the 
problem of title shortage by presenting new anthologies of older short 
stories and foreign fiction in old and new translations. Ballantine Books 
experimented with the simultaneous release of original fiction in hard- 
cover and paperback editions. 
The poor quality of a large proportion of titles and the sensational 
covers which were used to sell even serious titles on a strongly com- 
petitive market were responsible for giving paperbacks a reputation 
which resulted in widespread censorship activities and culminated 
in the creation of the Select Committee on Current Pornographic 
Materials of the House of Representatives (Gathings Committee) 
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which held hearings during 1952 and submitted a report at the end 
of that year.14 The majority report recommended that the Postmaster 
General's powers of restricting mailing privileges for certain items be 
broadened, that legislation prohibiting interstate and international 
transport of obscene and lewd materials be enacted by Congress and 
that the industry engage in self-censorship.15 The minority report 
agreed with that of the majority in condemning the production and 
distribution of pornographic materials, but stated that the committee 
has sat "as a high congressional tribunal which has arbitrarily labeled 
as 'obscene' a vast array of books, magazines, and other publications 
. . . [and] has blundered not only into an area of literary criticism 
but also into an area which the Supreme Court of the United States 
has declared to have a preferred position in our entire scheme of 
constitutional government." l6 The committee has "especially singled 
out the publishers of small, pocket-sized editions for its principal 
criticism. . . . The committee has rightfully observed that the covers 
of many of these volilmes are extreme and in bad taste . . . [and] in 
many instances . . . do not reflect the content of the book and are 
designed to promote sales by catering to the sensational. The book, 
however, must not be confused with the cover." l7 
A full discussion of censorship aspects goes beyond the scope of 
this paper but it should be pointed out that the steps taken by various 
police officials on local levels are often incompatible with the demo- 
cratic process, since they differentiate between two formats of pub- 
lishing (they leave the more expensive hard-cover edition of the same 
title untouched) and take action without due process of law. Their 
"suggestions" to wholesalers not to distribute certain paperbacks to 
retail outlets bypasses the courts. The censorship powers of local police 
have been considerably curtailed by the 1957 United States Supreme 
Court decision in favor of Pocket Books' publication The Devil Rides 
Outside by J. H. Griffin which had originally been banned in Detroit. 
The court made it clear that local or state authorities could no longer 
legally prevent the distribution of a book on the ground that it might 
be unsuited for children.ls 
In consequence of the Gathings Committee hearings and pressure 
from civic and religious groups, paperback publishers began to use 
more selective judgment in their choice of titles and better taste in 
cover illustrations which have undergone a remarkable change since 
1953. Instead of stressing pictorial illustrations, they made increasingly 
more use of abstract designs, photographs, attractive colors, and typog- 
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raphy and the best elements of poster art. Many of these covers were 
also cheaper to produce and more effective. Another aspect which 
changed the whole approach of paperback publishing was the growing 
realization that quality titles can be sold successfully. 
As the American college population grew at a much faster rate than 
the financial resources of teachers and students, it was considered 
likely that campus groups could be interested in inexpensive publica- 
tions. The new educational trend towards broad survey courses in 
the humanities and social sciences which stressed collateral readings 
rather than relying on formal texts pointed the way towards combining 
the vast but short sales potentialities of the mass market with slower 
but steady campus demands. Pocket Books, Penguin Books, and NAL 
had successfully tapped this market with some of their titles in the 
late 1940's and have continued to supply valuable materials ever 
since. Publishers specializing in high school and college reading 
materials began to make paperbound editions of their books available 
at  a price of about one dollar (Modern Library College Editions, Rine- 
hart Editions, College Outline Series, releases of Dover Publications 
and others). These specialized series sold well and their success was 
observed by an astute young man in his early twenties who submitted 
a careful study of his findings to Doubleday & Company. Consequently, 
Jason Epstein was appointed to the editorship of Anchor Books, the 
Doubleday paperbacks which made their striking appearance in 1953. 
They offered a line of serious, scholarly, and occasionally avant-garde 
titles at a higher price than mass-market paperbacks; they were printed 
on better paper in editions of 20,000 copies and had non-glossy, very 
attractive covers of modernistic design. 
The success of Anchor Books changed the picture of paperback 
production. All types of hard-cover publishers soon began to feel that 
they should give the same idea a try and most seem to have gained 
by their willingness to experiment. The mass market is still being 
served by exclusive paperback and magazine publishers, but the 
demands of specific segments of readers are filled by an ever in-
creasing number of higher priced paperbacks issued by trade pub- 
lishers, university presses, textbook, and religious publishers. Anchor 
Books and the series which followed in rapid succession like A. A. 
Knopf's Vintage Books, Viking's Viking Portable Paperbacks and 
Compass Books, Harcourt Brace's Harvest Books, Noonday's Meridian 
Books, New Directions Paperbacks, E. P. Dutton's Everyman Paper- 
backs, and Grosset & Dunlap's Universal Library offer superb materials, 
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primarily as reprints in the field of American and English literature, 
biography, and occasionally history. They opened bookstores to paper- 
backs and were particularly welcome in campus stores but also sue-
ceeded well in some non-book outlets in selected neighborhoods. 
In 1954, Doubleday's Image Books, a Catholic series of similar 
make-up and quality as Anchor Books, paved the way for other re- 
ligious series. In 1955, Beacon Press released outstanding works of 
general philosophical and cultural interests, in keeping with the Uni- 
tarian tradition. In 1956 and 1957, Meridian's Living Age Books, and 
Harper's Torch Books, of general protestant appeal were started, fol- 
lowed in 1957 by denominational Protestant series, Abingdon's Apex 
Books and Association Press' Reflection Books, which provided some- 
what more popular titles. Cornell University Press was the first to bring 
out paperbacks with its Great Seal Books in 1955, followed by Indiana, 
Chicago (Phoenix Books, the most attractive and successful Univer- 
sity press series), Michigan, California, and Oxford University Press. 
Scholarly volumes like Barnes & Noble's College Outline Series were 
put into more attractive format and found a wide market among stu- 
dents and general readers. Other textbook £irms created new series 
like D. Van Nostrand's Anvil Books and the Random House Modern 
Library Paperbacks. By 1956, few new areas remained in which paper- 
backs were not available; specialized series appeared, like Hill & 
Wang's Dramabooks, dealing with the theatre arts, and Oceana Pub- 
lications' Docket Series on law. Music and the graphic arts are well 
covered by Penguin Books. Books for younger readers are provided 
by several Penguin series and the Teen Age Book Club releases, 
though there are undoubtedly improvements to be made in their 
distribution since they are never evident in drug stores. 
The success of the higher-priced series produced a decided change 
in the mass market. Particularly Dell and Bantam seemed eager to 
show that they too can bring out excellent materials, particularly in 
fiction. They redesigned their covers with great taste and skill. Popular 
Library and Fawcett Publications with their Crest and Premier books 
followed their lead to a lesser but still remarkable degree with the 
publication of many first-rate reprints and originals in fiction and 
nonfiction. Dell and Gold Medal sold several of their titles to the 
movie industry, and in the last four years movie tie-ins have been 
increasingly used in promotional campaigns to "See the movie, read 
the book!" Best sellers are appearing in paper covers at ever faster 
rates, sometimes nearly simultaneously with the hard-cover edition. 
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The twenty-five cent book has almost disappeared and larger numbers 
of seventy-five cent titles are now offered in the inexpensive series. 
By the end of 1957, there were close to one hundred series or firms 
engaged in paperback publishing. A minimum of 6,000 titles were in 
print as listed in Paperbound Books in Print, an author, title, and se- 
lective subject bibliography brought out semi-annually by the R. R. 
Bowker Company since 1955. The largest publishers in terms of title 
production over the last five years were the following: 19 
1953 
Bantam Popular Popular 
Dell Dell NAL 
NAL NAL Bantam 
Popular Pocket Pocket 
Pocket Books Bantam Fawcett 
Avon Fawcett Penguin 
Fawcett Penguin Avon 
Lion Avon Berkley 
Penguin Lion Ace 
Ace Ace 
1956 1957 
Pocket Pocket 158 
Fawcett Fawcett 125 
Popular Bantam 110 
Bantam Avon 107 
Dell Popular 101 
Avon Dell 85 
N AL NAL 80 
Penguin Pyramid 70 
Ace Penguin 69 
Ballantine Ace 66 
Pyramid Ballantine 53 
During 1947, the industry had produced not quite three hundred titles 
and sold approximately ninety-five million copies; ten years later, close 
to three hundred million copies of 1,469 titles were sold. Of these, 
1,114 are mass market paperbounds, the remainder publications of 
hard-cover firms which are distributed through regular trade chan- 
n e l ~ . ~ ~According to the 1957 Survey of the American Book Publishers 
Council (estimates) over 233% million newsstand type paperbacks 
were sold for more than $48 million (up 2.9 per cent over 1956) and 
6.8 million other paperbound books for nearly $4% million (up 14 per 
cent over 1956). Mass market books, the lines of which 75 per cent or 
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more are wholesaled, are handled by national distributors such as the 
Curtis Circulation Company, which convey them to about 850 inde- 
pendent local news wholesalers which in turn service individual stores. 
Until the summer of 1957, the American News Company distributed 
a substantial part of magazines and paperbacks acting as national 
wholesaler and also as local distributor through its four hundred 
branches. Since then, this firm has discontinued to handle these items 
and all paperback distribution was shifted to other wholesalers; a 
fair part of the slack was taken up by Paper Editions Corporation 
which distributes also many higher-priced lines to non-book outlets. 
Paperback selections for library acquisition can be made from the 
pages of Publishers' Weekly, from Paperbound Books in Print, and 
from lists of publishers. The Nation, The Saturday Review, and New 
York Times Book Review now carry columns in which selected paper- 
backs are discussed. Mass market titles can be ordered from the local 
newsdealer or directly from the publishers. Pocket Books, NAL, and 
other large firms have educational departments which are especially 
alert to the needs of libraries. Most publishers will deal directly with 
libraries and grant them discounts of from 10 to 40 per cent.21 Paper- 
backs are also distributed to libraries by jobbers like A. C. McClurg 
and Campbell and Hall. Paper Editions Corporation issues stock lists 
of a large number of series. Titles brought out by hard-cover pub- 
lishers present no problem since they can be obtained through the 
same sources as the other releases of these firms. 
Libraries have shown an increasing interest in paperbacks during 
the recent years. In a survey financed by Dell, NAL, Bantam, and 
Pocket Books, 2,800 questionnaires on their use were sent out to all 
types of libraries in November 1957.22 As of February 1958, 880 replies 
had been received and, in the absence of a final report, the following 
data were made available for this paper: over seven hundred of the 
reporting libraries use paperbacks and nearly five hundred are in- 
terested in reinforced editions. The binding of paperbacks for library 
use presents a special problem and the Bookbinding Committee of 
the Resources and Technical Service Division of the American Library 
Association created in 1957 a Paperback Subcommittee to concern 
itself with two specific tasks: (1 )  to compile a set of specifications for 
the most economic preservation of paperbacks-a rebinding process, 
and (2 )  to explore possibilities of withholding a certain number of 
copies of a selected group of paperbacks from "perfect binding" and 
recommend them for permanent binding by library or edition binders. 
This group would amount to about 10 to 20 per cent of annual 
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title production and would include paperbacks which are either 
original in content or represent out-of-print materials which are un- 
obtainable in other editions. Paperbacks produced by university presses 
and smaller firms in editions of 5,000 copies or less are usually sewn 
or stapled and can be easily rebound. 
Paperback publishing has affected hardback publishing in various 
ways. Being still primarily a reprint operation, it has given publishers 
and authors a substantial income through subsidiary rights. It has 
alerted trade and specialized publishers to the effectiveness of reprint- 
ing their own titles at lower cost and has undoubtedly made the 
purchase of books possible to millions of readers with limited incomes 
who would not have bought them otherwise. It seems justified to ask 
why so much poor and so little valuable reading material is displayed 
on the racks of drug stores all over the country. The answer lies in 
the fact that the wholesalers who place them there are dealing with 
a merchandise which they want to sell as profitably as possible; neither 
they nor the owners of these stores are as a rule qualified or interested 
in problems of book selection. They provide the passing reader with 
what he seems to want, not with what librarians, teachers, ministers, 
and literary experts think they should get. Lester Asheim and Robert 
Underbrink 23 recently demonstrated that worthless titles far out- 
number those of literary value in the paperback racks of a midwestern 
town which they chose for a survey. This actually casts little reflection 
on the publishers who cannot change the function of the wholesaler's 
agent or alert the critical perception of the drug store customers 
beyond the attempt to include in their lists worth-while titles which 
they have done increasingly over the last few years. 
The public's demand for more good and the rejection of poor titles 
can be gradually accomplished through the influence of good homes, 
constructive examples of leisure time use by parents, and enlightened 
education in schools and churches which will bring about a change 
in reading habits. By and large it would appear that paperback pub- 
lishing has done more good than harm, that it has brought books into 
towns and hamlets where none had ever been sold before and that, if 
overproduction and competition do not run riot, the paperback boom 
will stay with us for years to come. Beyond this, it seems possible that 
eventually the entire format of publishing will undergo a change to the 
extent that original fiction might make its first appearance in paper- 
backs and only those novels which have earned wide and apparently 
lasting recognition will be awarded the permanent distinction of a 
hard-cover edition. 
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